
Connoisseur®6

 Designed for executive chefs and “front-of-the-house” use in the finest restaurants, 
hotels, and other institutions. 

 Combines premium materials with Dexter’s expert craftsmanship. 

Sanitary engineered rosewood handles, impregnated with polymers and resins, provide 
warmth, durability, balance, and stain resistance. 

 Stain-free, high-carbon steel blades are individually ground to the ultimate edge.

Superior blade shape 
for easier slicing

Unique edge geometry for 
long lasting, easily restored 
performance

Hand honed to 
the ultimate edge

NSF certified to 
meet health code 
standards

Stain-free, high-carbon 
steel for edge retention 
and easy cleaning

Forged blades have full 
tang that offers durability 
and perfect balance

Sanitary handles of 
engineered rosewood 
are impervious to stain

Handles are secured 
to the blade with large 
brass compression rivets

Connoisseur®
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12132 50-8PCP 8" forged chef’s knife

12142 50-10PCP 10" forged chef’s knife

12002 45-8PCP 8" cook’s knife

12012 45-10PCP 10" cook’s knife

12162 50-7PCP 7" forged duo-edge Santoku knife

08282 82CE-8PCP 8" x 31⁄4" duo-edge Chinese 

  chef’s knife

Boning Knives

Bread Knives 

Chef/Cook’s Knives 

Forks

Paring Knives

Steak Knife 

01222 50-6F-PCP 6" forged boning knife, flexible

01272 50-6N-PCP 6" forged boning knife, narrow

13582 50-9SC-PCP 9" forged scalloped bread knife

13240 62-8SC-PCP 8" scalloped bread knife

14012 28-14PCP 9" forged chef’s fork, 14" overall

14082 28-11PCP 6" forged chef’s fork, 11" overall

14040 28-78PCP 7" forged bayonet fork, 12" overall

15032 50-31⁄2PCP 31⁄2" forged parer

15042 50-4PCP 4" forged parer

15012 25-3PCP 3" parer

18221 965SC 4" table steak knife
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07042 C12PCP 12" chef’s butcher steel

07642 DDC-12PCP 12" diamond knife sharpener

Connoisseur®8

Slicers & Carvers 

Sharpener/Butcher Steel  

Gift Sets/Knife Cases  
 

13022 40D-10PCP 10" duo-edge roast slicer

13032 40D-12PCP 12" duo-edge roast slicer

13042 40D-14PCP 14" duo-edge roast slicer

13062 40D-14W-PCP 14" duo-edge roast slicer, 

  wide

13012 11-9PCP 9" carving knife

20322 C5981  7 pc. carving set

20204 CC1  7 pc. case only

20222 C5951 7 pc. carving set

20204 CC1 7 pc. case only

C5981 Premier forged set includes:
12" diamond sharpener
9" forged scalloped bread knife
12" forged bayonet fork
4" forged parer
6" forged boning knife
10" forged chef’s knife
12" duo-edge slicer
7 pc. cutlery case

20111 965S-6 6 pc. steak knife set w/wood block

18231 965SC-6P 6 pc. steak knife set w/gift box

20242 CB2-8  2 pc. Chateaubriand set

20302 C3350 3 pc. carving set

20312 C3351 3 pc. carving set

20206 CC3 3 pc. cutlery case only

C3350 Carving set includes:
8" cook’s knife
11" forged fork
12" duo-edge slicer
3 pc. cutlery case

C3351 Carving set includes:
9" carver
11" forged fork
10" duo-edge slicer
3 pc. cutlery case

C5951 Chef’s set includes:
12" steel
8" scalloped bread knife
11" forged fork
3" parer
6" narrow boning knife
10" forged chef’s knife
12" duo-edge slicer
7 pc. cutlery case
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DuoGlide® is a complete line of cutlery 
providing “the NEW way to cut"– with precise 
control and reduced wrist, arm, or hand 
discomfort thanks to soft, textured grips. 

 Dexter has combined our renowned blade 
technology with an ultra-soft, right-sized 
handle that can be gripped in several ways for 
more comfort and control. 

Blades are manufactured from proprietary 
DEXSTEEL™ stain-free, high-carbon steel and 
are individually ground and honed.

DuoGlide
Paring/Utility Knives 

Slicers

40003 40003 33⁄8" paring knife

40023 40023 71⁄2" scalloped bread/slicer

40053 40053 12" wide duo-edge slicer

40013 40013 5" duo-edge utility knife

Chef/Cook’s Knives 

40033 40033 8" all-purpose, duo-edge chef’s knife

40063HD 40063HD 6" wide boning knife

Boning Knife 

®


